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author's (Mr. Clerk's) view, a more accurate heat-distribution
Balance-sheet than has yet "been obtained in any engine, from
which can be deduced the ideal efficiency of the working fluid.
Adding together
Heat contained in gases at end of expansion     .    49-3
I.BLP.	34-6
83-9
'•*,    I
i
 Then 	=0-41.    That is, if this. balance-sheet "be correct
83-9
and the heat loss be assumed as entirely incurred at the "begin- •
ning of the stroke, then, the maximum efficiency of the actual
working fluid for the compression and expansion is 41 per cent. *
of the total heat supplied.5'
Even with such very considerable discrepancies in the
heat balance-sheets as those discussed above, the student
will none the less remark that the heat utilized has now grown
from about 20 per cent, to well over 30 per cent. This
all-important improvement has occurred therefore in spite
of the many uncertainties as to tow the lost heat divided
itself up. It is indeed one of the fortunate features of gas
engine manufacture that improvements do not have to attend
the settlement of the many intricate problems with which gas
engine operation is bound up, but proceed by the trial and
error of experiment with, such guidance as theoretical considera-
tions have been able to afford. The great want which in the
past caused so much theoretical difficulty was accurate know-
ledge of the values of the specific heats of the working fluids.
98. Engine Teds*—(a) The following figures are taken from
a test on a 200 H.P. engine and suction plant by Mathot.*f~
The engine was of the four-cycle double-acting type and was
tested at the works of the well-known firm of  Gasmotoren
Fabrik, Deiitz-Cologne.
Kston diam.   .....    21J in.
„    stroke ...,,.    27T% in.
* Tha ".Air standard** efficiency for this engine =0*49; the *' Gas
standard" of. efficiency wow^d fsee p.92) be 81 per cent, of tMs or
$*40, wMA is "vecy near tit© figure above gnrenu	f I.M.E., 1905. ;

